The registration periods and placement procedures for selection minors and non-selection minors differ. Therefore it is important that you clearly decide well in advance whether you want to take either a selection minor or a non-selection minor. Your choice may have consequences.

**Selection minor**

Minor offer: LEI, TU Delft, EUR

- **Registration period**: 03 - 16 April 2023 (13:00-23:59)
- **Placement method**: Selection
- **Max. Credits pre-registration and placement**: 30

Additional requirements apply to selection minors, such as a request for extra documentation. You can find more information about the admission criteria on the website of the selection minor in question.

**Non-selection minor**

Minor offer: LEI, TU Delft, EUR

- **Registration period**: 08 - 31 May 2023 (13:00-23:59)
- **Placement method**: First come, first served based
- **Max. Credits final placements**: 30 EC

You may register for a maximum of 30 credits per year (including your individual minor or selection minor).

It is at your own risk to withdraw and re-register for another minor. There is a limited number of places available.

The registration system is closed from 12-16 May (13:00-13:00).

**Self-composed minor**

Be aware that combining two minors of 15 EC is not always possible within your exam programme. Approval of your Examination Board might be necessary.

**Late registration period for TUDelft minors only**

- **08 - 12 May 2023** (13:00-13:00)
  - You deregister and register to non-selections minors. There is a limited number of places available.

- **01 - 31 August 2023** (13:00-23:59)
  - You can only register to non-selections minors. There is a limited number of places available.

If you have any questions, contact your Faculty/Board of Examiners.